
ISLAND RESORT PRICING STRATEGY

The ultimate pricing strategy for your hotel business. Setting prices is inevitable in business. If you're opening a new
hotel or re-evaluating your.

You then divide this figure by the number of guests or rooms you can rent and price accordingly. Our attempt
is to attract more and more customers to get to know our business first then the next step will be to generate
profit by increasing the prices little by little. Our resort provides flexible services that customers would satisfy,
for instance, we will offer multicultural foods include Western and Asian foods as well. We will also have
special packages available for families and couples. Our resort would be an environmentally friendly
organization that offers more jobs opportunity for community. If so, how much? See if they are able to attract
guests with better pricing and deals. For customers who stop-by at Sihanouk Ville and want to extend their
trips to our resorts, they are warmly welcome by our large dock parking through rented cruiser and sailboats
according to their desires and also depend on the booking time arrivals and payments. Bamboo Island
surrounds by the sea, Gulf of Thailand, and totally natural that customers are demanding for. When we talk
about competition, consider hotels that come in your segment and star category. Our resort has training
manager who will responsible for training new employees, so we will let the new employees work 3 months
for training with suitable salary as their working. He must be specialize in planning, leading, organizing, and
controlling. If it is so, the price of each and every service of our resort would be extremely high because we
have invest enormous amount of capital to start-up this business. To be noted here, your forecast would also
depend on the increase or decrease in travelers coming to your locality or an increase or decrease in your
competitors in your segment. For our special promotions, we will have packages for families and couples, kid
clubs that take good care of children so their parents will not need to worry about them plus they could spend
good times as a couple. In contrast, 21 we offer international standard resort to our customers and they can
find everything they want plus we will make it to be a best relaxation resort ever in Cambodia. When local and
international tourists sign up for trip to Cambodia or directly Sihanouk Ville, the travel agent companies can
introduce them to our resort therefore more and more customers are getting to know our business very well.
Ethical Issues Our services will be provided with high quality and reasonable prices. Our camera and Internet
system will equip with full capacity cameras and high speed Wi-Fi Internet access throughout the hotel
building and other places in our resort. Furthermore, we provide these cruiser and sailboats for rent to our
customers to travel around the island and experience the nature especially from the middle of the sea, as well
as to look at the whole view of our resort. Currently, we have good relations with China and move closer
toward EU. You also need to compare your rates with their rates and see if you offer value to your guests.


